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In the Newton's mechanics the absolute time interval {ab~ 
solute distance) is ascribed to the two events (points). even 
if no apparatu'ses ··exist one .. could measure . them with. Even . 
more,' different space coordinates (e.g., different axes) niay 
correspond to the absolute. distance. ·But the absolute time . 
interval itself fs the only time coordinate • 

. In the Special Theory of. Relativity (STR) a variety of 
time-intervals. related to different systems of reference 

· (s.r.),.correspond to the two events. But as it was before 
and is in STR now the time interval itself in the given s. r. 
is the only .time'coordinate. In recent time much attention 
is given to the discussion of .the statement:even.in one and 
the .same s.r~ one may choose a'variety of·time coordinates.· 
under different· conventions of simultaneity111. From my point 
of viewl21 this activity shows that the STR concepts (time, 
simultaneity, i distance) and statements (isotropy of light ve:.... 
locity, relative clock "retardation ·and rod contract;ion) imply 
nontrivial conventions .. In this connection the pioneer. . .. 
works/3/ by Poincare, Reichenbach~ Robb became newly actual. 

} • B~t though one may use any agreed coordinate,· they • al.l 
should"be expressed through inconventional quantitieS-measured 
in the experiment. Within the operational approach to kinema
tics (OAK)I21 the readings of clock set are taken. as these· 
quanti ties. In this paper let us .c'ompare the concepts and 
statements of STRand OAK in. connection with some experiments. 
The· definitions imd concepts· of OAK are introduced according 
to the operational principle, i.e., considering the- experimen
tal p·rocedure with which the cor-responding value!l,. can be mea-
sured. . ll. .• . 

The "abso~ute" time in~erval .r12(0) · is defined as the dif
ference of the clock read:~,ngs between the events I and 2 
taking place at clock site. only (point 0). The. tiine interval 
refers to a given clock but not .to a" system of reference~ 

If events a and b occur at different sites, then tne ex
perimental. connection betwe.en them and a given dock can be 
established only with the help of signals (e.g., electromag
n-etic y -signals). This connection is characterized by two · 
events of y :...signal departures from the clock of point o. to.:. 
wards the points .of .events a and b and two events of y ~signal. 
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arrivals at clock site being reflected from points ·in which 
events a and b. occur. Let us introduce the denotions ':. r !;(0) · 
is the time interval by the clock at 0 between the depai~ures 
and ·. r+b (0) - between the arrivals of y '-signals at 0. We .a 
shall also use these denotions and in the case, if only one 
event occured at a clock point.·. In OAK only a variety of 
standard clocks· and y -signals are used. as th.e measuring ap;- . 
paratuses.And _with the help of r- ,r+ all the kinematical ex-. 
periments were described ru. In. STR op, accept_ing ·the conven
tion of constant one-way light •velocity it. is also possible 
to express the length standard through.the time standard. 

2. We c~nsider' the relative motion of two· points A and 6; 
if the poin A moves through (event '!) and away frorri point 0, 
and some ev. 2 occurs in point A near to 'ev. I·, There by the 
clock~ at 0 only'. dr;~(O) , :dr:

2
(0) . may be nie~stired. L7t .. us, .> 

call, df12 (?)~(drt2 -drii )/~., • thelo~atwn co~rdmat~. 
of ev.2 (mpomtA) W1threspect to,p~nn~ 0 and v,A(O) = 
= (dr~ -dr~)/)(dr/ +dr ;; ) > ·tile veldc~~f' of p~int A wit~ res-

. pect to pomt 0. Tbe quant1ty VA (0). diaractenzes not only the 
motion of the object with respect 'to p. 0, but also that of·· 
y-signal. Important that the trajectory is went' by the ob:.. 

ject as well as by_y -signal.' Therefore the so-called "one
way velocity" .(the· one-way trajectory is went either by the 
object' or by· y -si'grial) 'cannot be measured •. The value V A{O) 
is numerically equal ·to the .value,' v /,c in STR. But in OAK 
the _velocity is not interpreted as.adistancE! went. in a time 
unit. As a consequence of the above given definitions we ob
tain the following identities:, 

+ '-· 
dr + dr 

' 2 
.. M(O);, _v_ dr + =-.:!_ dr- =:. v 

· 1+v · . 1.,-v . 
(I) 

., 

3. In AOK points A and B let us define to be ·at rest' with 
respect to each other, if the' intervals between the 'departures 
of two y -signals from one point { r 12 (A) or r34 (B) ) is equal 
to that between the arrivals of these .. signals to the other 

· point Crt'
2
CB). or r3~(A) . ) ~-· i.e., "fhr: .the points at rest one 

may' speak about the' absence of the Doppler effect. As a re
sult, for such points the location coordinates of 'different 
events· in one point relative' to the otl1er do not· change with 
time •. In OAK we use the term "dist,aric"e" only: for this location 
coordinate between the points at. rest.' So, ·t:ne distance corres
ponds. t? a pair of points at rest: This ·fact, allows one to 
operate'with.the three-dimensional space of points at rest. 
The difference b'etween the concept of the distance and that . 
of the location coordinate is under discussion in item 8. 
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If in the system of points at rest the times of y -::signal · 
flight along' any closed trajectory.in both directions are · 
equal,· then the points of this system used for measurements 
(and clocks placed in them) will be called the s. r. Let me . 
note that for the points rotating uniformly illong the cir
cumstat!Ce the above is not true and thtis thotigh·being at·rest 
relative. to each other they cannot be' used as a system of' re.:.. 
ference ·(see i.5). Here we do not speak about·the'inertial 
s.r., since in OAK differently from STR the s.r •. is defined· 
in the beginning of the kinematics construction with. the ki.:.. . 
nematical methods only. While in STR the s.r. 'is practically 
defined in'the following way: only such system is inertial 
where 'the STR laws hold. 

4. After the definitions are introduced the following is 
postulated: . . . · 

l) The modon ofthe source ~f y -signal does ~ot .affect.··· 
the 'propagation. of the y -::signal. T'herefore, it is 'convemie~t 
t:or the measurements.· to use y as a. signal; 

.. 2) The two clocks arbitrary moving away from some point . 
have "equal rights" in the observatiot;t of· the J?oppler effect .. 
(on y -:signal exchange) in a short enough time after coinci
dence. In .other words thisrequire~e~t means th_at VA(O)=Yo(A)~ 
We insist on satisfying _the "equal rights" requirement either 
clocks mo~e·uniformly or with acceleratioO: relative to.other 

. points. The latter allows to des.cdbe the behaviour of· acce
' lerated .cl~~ks (differentlY from STR) ·• In general the "equal 

rights" requirement might not hold for a certain clock. in 'ac
c~leiatep'motion with respect tos.r .. (after all,-a.ve~y . · 
strong. acceleration destroys tjl~ clocks) •. · . ' ' . ' 

5• As a consequence of the "equal rights" postulate we get 
the rela~ionship between the readings of two clocks A and 0 
movit?-g through some P()int. --- -
dr12 (A)=drt

2
(0)v' 

1
1=-Y-= dr~2(0)v' 1+V-, df

12
(0)= __ v_dr (A). (2) 

. . +V . ·. 1-v v'1-v2 12 

Important that equations ''equal in· rights" with (2) 'may be 
also written, but only for the events belonging to another 
signal exchange dr

13
(0)_;,dr+

3
(A)[1..:.v}'lz[l+v}-'lz and.so on. · ', 

. Knowing the trajectory o{ point A in any s.r. and. its velocity 
Vp; with respect to the points of trajectory ~ne may fully 
characterize the motion of point A. But the motion of p. A · 
may be meas-ured -by' the lonely clock belonging to some 'trajec:.:. 
tory point 0. For this purpose one should measure the functio:.:. 
nal relationship between r+(O) ·, r-(0) for y-sigmils sent 
t;o p. A and those came back to p. 0 along-the trajectory of -.....,.-,,. -
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·. p. A. In this case equations (I) and (2) 'hold (then the ev~nts 
J and 2 correspond to· the reflections ·of neighbouring y·-sig-: 
nals from point A ) • · · 

In' this case,- generally speaking, the remoted, clocks A and 
0 ··do, not keep. the equality of· rights, because the• trajectory 
is given in s.r., of p. 0. but not of p.A. Only,. ifp.A moves 
uniformly and .rectilinearly in the s.r. of p~ 0 and belongs . 
. io·. another s. r. • there .may exist an- '.'equal, rights'.' exchange 
· o£: y -signals between the points A and 0/21. • 

Using (I)· and (2) for. the closed trajectory of clock A we 
obtain: 

T(A) 2 -11 
r{O) = ( [ 1-v ] dr(A), r(O)> ; (A). (3) 

{) 

Here the readings of clocks are taken between the two coinci-
#nces. of clocks· A and 0. Only such comparison of clock 
readings (e.g., meson 'decay in the storing ring) is interpre
ted in OAK as the cl~ck retardation. There is'no need· in. sig
nals for such a comparison, but one needs'thein to get'eq.(3). 
From here it follows that all.,the signals satisfying the pos
tulated· in item·'4 niust' have V =l. Alternatively, operating iit 
~ind .with differl:!nt signals }•e;'would get· differ~nt v A, that .. 
1.s .d:.~.fferent ·clock retardat1on. · . · . 

.. it is · als~. easy to descrlbe the~ Sagnac' s type experiments. 
Let the clock .A move from. point 0 (ev~ I) along a part of Closed 
t~aj ectory. In opposite direct~ons b~t also along this traj ec
tory 'the Yt3 and Yt4 singsignals ·~r~sent from point 0 (ev.l). 
Events 3 and 4 are their ·arrivals ~t the point of clo.ck. A. 
respectively. Then on the basis of eqs •. (1) and (2) we have 

, · rt , -• · . 7l4·· ' -'---
T {A)., 

1? v..!::.Y..dr+(o). T (A)= r v-1 +V dr~<o>. 
13 0 1 +V .· 14 0 1- v 

Since th~ time of y -flight along the traj ~'ctory is independent 
of the d,irection of flight and is equal. to th~ length of the 
trajectory (see i.3)' then e = Tl~ (0) = 'i4 (0) • Having tbe 

·above states in mind we get for V=const the. simple equation 
.. ' . . v . \.i(A)- T13(A)=2f ----:-. 

v'l- v2 •(4) 

As is seen from eq. (4) the Sagnac's experiment does not allow 
one to measure VA of point A without using some s.r. Strictly 
speaking, its non zero result for the Earth shows only that 
y -trajectory is not .. bound with the points of s.r. (see 
i.3). . 

·4 
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6 ~ A s~stem' of. reference allows one. to de~catie>the gene
ral case, .oL. y -sfg~al exchange between· remo~ed Clocks~ if_ one.· 

. knows the motion of· . tlie source, (VA (0)). and of the detector ,, · 
(VB (0)) in some s. r. noted . with· poi.n~ 0: , 

T12 2 ' "-11 . 734 2 -Vz 
([1-VA(O)] dr(A)+r

2
i0)= ( [1-V

8
(0)] .dr(B)+r

13
(0), 

0 . '· . 0 ' , .•. 
•.. (5) 

wher~ eyents land 2 aretqe. y 13 •. ·y 24 -signal ~epart~res 
from p. A and events 3 and 4 are those signals arrivals at 
pointB, respectively, rab : __ is the distance betwe~n the _points 
of s. r. in which events a. and b ,take. place. Here the trajec-' 
tories of. points' and y -:signals together compo'se the closed. 
trajectory as in the equation given earlier. That-,, generally . 
speaking, tdvial 'fac't exp.lains why the concept of, time .in 
OAK (see i. I) allows to describe the .kinematical experiments. 

·rinportimt is that' all the above results do riot require .. the 
k~owledg~ of the geometry of Sp<l;Ce of points. at rest •. H orie 
assu~es the Euclide geometry, then. the distances in (5) are 
more' conveniently expressed, through angles.; Then. the rela- , . 
tionsliip for the. Doppler effect is obta,ined from {5,) .whe.n r' 

12
' 

and r 34 tend to zero: 

1-V A(O) cosa(O) +' 1- VB(O) cos$ (0) 
r(A).-.----: r. (B)-,--------------.,.-., (6) __ 2___ . ----

v'·1- VA (0) ·. v' 1-v :(0) 

Here angles.a and $ taken. from trajectories of signal·s to. 
those of' p. A and p. D, respectively, values. of v A•a. are 'taken 
betwee~ .the ,events of • y -signal departures and VB,$- between 
y .:.signal: arrivals. ifa. set of clocks moves tmiformiy .along 

circumstances with the mutual centre (RA,RB) then: · 

· ··. ·. 'vA. --2 + · v
8 

.·--2-
dr(A)[ 1-£ -]J 1- V 

8
=dr ·(B)[1-£.;.R]\/1-V A . 

RA B 
(7) 

~ f ~ 

wh~re i', is .the distance from the centr_e to trajecto;ies of y -:. 
signals. If VA=V8 and RA=R8 , then points A andB a;re. at rest, 
but a set of such points cannot serve as a s.r. (see .i.3 find 
eq. (4)). . . 

7: The' interpretation of many experiments becomes .siiriplier, 
· if the observation of the Do.ppler effect (eq .. (6) at V A(O)= 0 ') 

is· considered as the measurement of velocity (V
8

(0)) of· point 
B with respect to a distinct point 0 ~elongirig to.the s.r. 

The vector VB is determined with.the help of three such mea
surements ~ith respect to some three points of ~.r. But t~is 
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,be'\;·6ssible after imrestigating with the_ help of a set 
.of poihts•at rest b"elonging to 'some s~·r. of the geometry of . 

·.::the:parto:of:the worldwherep • .B _arid''y-sign'als are. moving~·· 
. In .the·altern~tive case (e';:g.~ in cosmologyJ' equation (6) may 

, ,· .'be used :only ·asa hypothesis~-· 
. · Thus_fhe kinematical. experiment must be started with the 

experimental-proof of·the existence of :s.r. But in practice 
a rigid body is. used as a s. i'. But one should show in the ex
perimEmt whether this assumption is possible. Besides; rigid 
bodies a're.used 'as· a construction material for apparatuses. 

As a'•conseq~ence, real experiments examine both the kinemati.:.. 
. cal equations and thEi assumed properties of the rigid body. 

. . · ' The OAK avoidsaccepting .the kinematical properties of ri
gid bodies as conventions· (e.g., convention about self-'con.
gruence ·o·f the length s'tandard on its transference). There.fore 

. in QAK the kinematical properties of the iigid body can be 
.· arid must be tested by riieans of' the kinematical experiment. 
so,_it seems reasonable to aks whether the length of the ri-

'gidrod .depends on its' po'sitiori in s.r •. (e.g., its orientation, 
. or on its tran-sference in an.other s. r.). But one cannot pre
dict an answer within the kinematics. 

. ·For .. example, the Michelson's type experiment establishes 
the· constant ratio of the basis distance went by light to 
its wave-'length ort variation of the basis orientation in space. 
. The Sagnaes type experime~t (i.S) can be considered as 

. a comparison of. the average rotor' .velocity measured over the 
number of rotations with the velo~ity of a semitran~parant 
mirror'alon~ a short section of the circumstance calculated 
by using the y-signal exchange described by eq. (4) (in the 
real Sagnac experiment· the''latt.er velocity is also averaged). 

'similarly, on the ob~ervation of the Moessbatier effect the 
rotor e~periment' establishes the equality of the average and 
instantaneous velocity of the rotor. In re£. 141 it was proved 
that this is true .both for the instantaneous velocity directed 
in the orbital motion of the Earth and for the case of its 
opposite directio'rr. This is in agreement both with kinematics 
predictions and with assumed rotor properties. It is not cus
tomary. to us .that the space properties of the body would be 

, anisotropic (e.g., within the Mach principle) but then the ave
rage velocity could not be equal to instantaneous one. We see 
that the properties of the rigid hody affect the real kipema
.tical experiments.· But in principle. predictions of OAK can be 
prooved separately from the dynamics.· 

8. In the above relationships one compared the time inter
vals· ·of any tl-{o clocks (the events· occur at clock site). But 

6.: .· 
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the events 1 and 2 remoted from clocks niay be coordimited · 
wit<h the help of _lonely clocks' ~longing,,to any.··_s>r •. and 

·. Y :...signals121, . I~ ref 121 · it . is· show. that two quan-
tities r12 and T(Tj):_ij". r 12 + ( T+ + ·T- )/2 . (ij .._ any unit: . 
vector) corresponding to events lf andl~ are invariants in the 
s. r. , i.e. , 'they. are independ(mt of. the ·choice of the' mea sur-' 
ing dock belonging to this s .r. Therefore ~i'pair i:Jf events< 
is characterized by the four 'coordinates of any coordinate 0 • 

system in a given s.r. These fotirindependent C::~o'rdinate~ are' 
expressed through the three pairs. Of r+ , ·r - type q_uanti ties~ ·· · 
connected by two equations and measured with three Clcicks' ~ot~ 
lying in one and the same str~ight line •. .' _ .. ·· . . 

The STR uses projections o:f r 12 on orthogonal space axes. _ 
as space coordinates and a particular case_ of the second inva-. 
riant [rt2<.1) +~}2 (1)]j2_ .. as _the tim': coordi~~te:Ari~. ~he~ con-: 
cepts of t~me and t~me coord~nate. be~ng not d~st~ngu~shed. But 
quantities·,. for exaniple, T(71) .. may with equal sticce'ss b·e• ~sed 
as the time coordinate 121. This is one more reason :for dis tin-. 
guishing the. time interval from time coordinate 'in OAK. In : 
STR the .difference between. the location coordinatl:is-for a ·pair 
of events taking place at the e~ds. of. the, rod is cailed' the •. 
length of the' rod in ariy s.r.' iffor these eve'nts T(Tj~O)=O,: 
But as a consequence of the simultaneity .convention such c.on...;. 
cept of the r~d length i~ not introduced in AOK. Here' the· ·. 
length is the .distan~e between the end points at' rest of the 
rod and characterized only the rod iirespe~tive t~ anf~.r: 
The OAK distinguishes the time and tiiue coordin:ate, the Clis.,-

. tance and location coordinate in' o~der to exclude the conven7" 
tional statements of STR. Therefore, the OAK .has no ne·ed in . 
conceptsof relativity ~f time and d'isdm'ce~ o{ course 'the. 
signal' coordinates r+,r- . are relative in that trivictl sense 
that they are· measuredby clocks belonging to s. r. B~t the 
time coordinates T( ~) are relative both. with respect to 
the s. r •. and to the "convention of' choice of the type or' the 
tiine coordinate (e.i., a:~hoice of~). . 

. Let us note one more difference between the STR andOAK. · .. 
The STR is actually base on Lorentz transformations· (the_STR 
postulates are only the scaffoldings for them): All the ¢xpe;-' 
rimental·predictions of the STR must be the consequences of· 
them. Therefore, clock readings can be compared only for the 
clocks belonging to different ~.r. This is why one cannot 
make an attempt to describe the.behaviour of accelerated clocks 
within STR. ·For them the principle of relati~ity il? i:tot: true. 
The consideration of the rotor experiments within STR.is simp
ly the fitting to the known experiment. And it {~·not clear · 
why the result of this consideration is in agreement with the 
experiment. :. 
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.But the OAK a~llows to understand this fact. In principle 
for OAK it is quite· enough to have. one s.r. And the pdncipTe 
of relativity; understood as a 'requirement of the· "equalfty 
of ri'ghts" for a variety of s. r: ,can either exist or not in
dependently' o'f postulates and .. ci:nisequences of OAK. And the 
Lorentz transformations are obtained for the particular cas~ 
Of the' measur~ment 'of Signal COOrdinateS ( T +; T-) wrth the 
help 'of two clocks belonging· to the two really existing s. r. 
(One should remember that the real s.r. is limited· in time
space). But herethe s.r. themselves can differ very much. 
One. of. them allows the measurement of the geometry in the · 
part of the world we make the experiment; The othermay, be 
represented'by just three. clocks moving uniformly and recti
linearly'with respect to the first s.r. (the clock being not 
on' one and the same straight' line) .• For a' particular choice 
of'a pair of events (e.g., events taking place at the site of 
the clock moving rectilinearly and uniformly)' it appears e'nough 
to take a lonely-clock in other s.r. 

"Some correspondings" are·se~ri between' the principle 'of re
lativity and postulate of "equa·l rights" of clocks (i.4). rne 
principle. of relativity may·' be interpreted with the existence 
of several laboratories so"screened" from the surrounding 
universe tha:t the latter "does not affect" 'the experiments 
inside the laboratories. Actually the "equa1 rights" of clo~ks 
is a: particular cas~ of the. ptinriiple of relativity in a rest
ricted range (locality) of time'-space. But the principleof 
relativity is not a very good 'postulate, siiice it 'sets requi-

. remEmts on any experiment, tt is more useful as a powerful 
method.foi the i'nitial building up of the theory. The "eqt1ali
ty of' rights" postulate seems more :convenient for describing 
the. kinematics on axiomatic basis, since there-are postulat~d 
the requirements for the elementary kinematical expe'dnient, 
and these requirements are i~cal.' . . ' 

· Thus describing all the knotm kinematical expe~iments, the 
OAK does not need the concepts of relativity of .time-space 
(clock readings and lengt_h ar~ ."absolute") and the require7'" 
ment for "equal rights" of various s:r. (principle of relati-
vit'y). . . 

In conclusion let us note that possibly it is not difficult 
to change the "equal rights" postulate for clocks, by intro
ducing the pr~fered s.r. or any prefered direction. Our uni:... 
verse is anisotropic; therefore one may expect its anisotro
pic effects on laboratory experiments. Hodern achievements in 
experimental ac.curacy 'allow to perform such experiments or de
rive estimates frorri·experiments made on other purposes. 
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